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For my cousins, Sarah and Krista.
You have been chosen.
What you do with your gifts is now
Up to you.

FINDING A DRAGON

C

amryn approached the gateway tree with a
combination of excitement and dread. Today she
hoped to bond with a thunder dragon. But first she had to enter
the lichen network and get to Arach Falls, the nesting grounds.
She had never been to Scotland and, outside of history stud‐
ies, had no idea what to expect of the Caledonian Forest. At
least the tree network had this one mapped. Unlike the Eighre
Terrace, where she rescued her father, this time she could travel
in the fifth dimension. Dagger said it would be much easier
than traveling in the eighth.
Yeah, right. Like having lichen crawling all over your body
and down your throat was easy.
Camryn took a deep breath and backed against the gateway
tree. She could see that accepting the lichen into her body was
going to become a regular thing in this world. She’d just have to
get used to it. Arach Falls. Fifth Dimension. Arach Falls. Fifth
Dimension. The lichen pushed into her faster than before. She
gasped her last breath as it filled her lungs and her world
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became a field of darkness dotted with points of light moving
in all directions. She couldn’t feel her body, but she felt the cold,
and worse the nausea. Then a different tree spit her out and she
gasped as she drew in a breath of good, clean non-lichen air.
The roaring of a large waterfall assailed her ears as she
uncurled from the wet lichen ball she had become. The lichen
sloughed off Camryn’s skin and furs, retreating into the flat
rock beneath her, providing some cushion for her sore body.
Now too hot and heavy, the furs clung to her in waterlogged
stiffness. Grumbling, she pushed herself to sit and worked to
remove the sodden strips from her legs and arms. She
deposited them in a pile nearby. No use laying them out. There
wasn’t a dry spot in sight.
The tree at her back stood at a cave entrance where heavy
mist covered every surface. Lichen grew on the underside of
the cave and dripped water in bright green and orange rivulets.
Along the ground it mounded over rocks and peeked in and out
next to a stone pathway that ventured further into the
darkness.
Having won the war with her stomach, Camryn stood care‐
fully and turned in a slow circle, searching for any sign of Sela.
Shielding her eyes against the sun, she watched as the sky dark‐
ened, and thunder and lightning heralded the arrival of Sela
and her blue dragon. Camryn scrambled beneath an outcrop‐
ping at the cave’s entrance. She did not want to be caught in
those talons again, by accident or on purpose. The quicker she
could get her own dragon the better.
Adalinda flapped her mighty wings once, twice and slowed
into a smooth glide, descending in wide swooping circles until
she reached the ground and stepped forward on two powerful
legs. Settling about fifteen feet away, she lowered her body to
the ground.
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Sela easily slid off Adalinda’s back. Instead of the furs she’d
worn on Eighre Terrace, Sela now wore grey, lightweight capris
and a white tied blouse. Her white and grey tennis shoes were
tied with pink laces. She patted Adalinda and nodded toward
her, as if they were carrying on a conversation. After a few
moments and another pat, Adalinda seemed to dissolve to
nothing before Camryn’s eyes.
“Whoa. I’ve never seen that before. Is that normal?” Camryn
asked.
Sela giggled. They don’t really need to fly to get to the Zwis‐
chen. But it’s really hard on humans and most of the forest
people to dissolve with them. When you travel the tree
network, you are cocooned in lichen to protect you. When you
fly a thunder dragon, and they fly high enough to create thun‐
der, the lightning creates a protective bubble around you. Then
you can go to the Zwischen, the void. But the dissolve doesn’t
allow them time to do that.”
Camryn rubbed her fingertips in a circle motion to massage
her forehead. So many things to learn in this world. Would she
ever know everything she needed?
“I told her I needed to walk you into the nest and we would
meet her inside,” Sela said as she closed the gap between her
and Camryn. “All those who go to the choosing must walk in
the first time. I’m not sure why. I think it’s some type of test.
Ohar walked me in when I came here and Adalinda chose me.”
“So, if it weren’t for me, you would normally fly in?”
“Not exactly fly. Just like the tree network, dragons travel
inter-dimensionally. If I think of the nest, Adalinda takes me
directly there. Once we reach the Zwischen, we dissolve from
one place and appear in another.”
“But no lichen, right? And what about the lights and the
nausea?”
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“Nausea?” Sela asked. No, I’ve never felt sick. It’s just you
start in one place, and in the blink of an eye you appear in
another.”
“You’ve never traveled the trees?”
“No.” Sela frowned and the lines around her eyes crinkled.
“Agnoses are not allowed to travel the tree network. There is
something in the Forest People’s DNA that allow them to use
the trods. I don’t have that something in my DNA. That’s why
having Adalinda is such a gift. It’s the closest I can get to being a
part of the lichen magic. It is a great gift that Ohar’s mother
sponsored for me. A great gift.”
Camryn nodded, while also wondering if that meant Sela
owed something to the Mazikeen queen. If Sela had to choose
between Camryn and the queen, what would she do?
Camryn vowed to continue with caution. She really liked
Sela and she wanted to trust her, but this was yet another
reminder that everyone had loyalties and they weren’t always
open about the consequences of those loyalties.
Sela crossed in front of Camryn and pointed to steppingstones leading to the interior of the cave. “This is where we
start. The total drop of Arach Falls is over two hundred forty
feet, but it is divided into three sections. We’ll follow this path
down to the river and then walk beside it until we come to the
bridge at the first falls. We won’t be able to talk until we get to
the third section. The noise of the falls is too loud.”
“What if we get separated?”
“That won’t happen,” Sela said. “There is only one way to get
there. Once you start down the path it is almost impossible to
turn and go back up. The best way out of the nest is with a
dragon.”
Camryn placed two fingers over her mouth. She wouldn’t
ask what happens if you’re not chosen. She was the Chameleon,
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and according to everyone else, that was special. Surely she
wouldn’t be left without a dragon.
“There are a total of three chambers,” Sela continued. “When
we get to the final chamber we will have to swim beneath
the falls.”
“What?” Camryn shook her head. “I don’t think so. We’d be
killed by the power of the water. ”
Sela must not have heard her, because she started down the
path without looking back.
Camryn swallowed and hurried after her. How could
anyone be ready to enter a nest of thunder dragons? She’d only
ever seen three dragons, Sela’s, Ohar’s, and Dagger’s. And Sela’s
was the only one she kind of met—if you called getting carried
in its talons twice, and a couple of friendly pats to Adalinda’s
side, a meeting.
Following Sela down the first part of the path proved to be
easier than it looked. Everywhere Camryn stepped, it seemed
that dry lichen clung to the rock to provide a cushion and a
little traction. Was it there before? She wasn’t sure. The water‐
fall mist on her arms added to the shiver of misgiving
working up her spine. There was nothing she could do about
it now.
According to Dagger, bonding with a thunder dragon was
the first step for her to be accepted by the Forest People.
Although tales of the powers she used to rescue her father had
traveled among many tribes, most still didn’t trust her. The
tribes weren’t sure if her powers came from the dark side or the
light. Truth be told, she wasn’t sure either. All she knew is her
control wasn’t very good.
Camryn hadn’t grown up with the Forest People. She didn’t
profess any loyalties to one tribe. But most of all she’d done
absolutely nothing to change the mutations that were happen‐
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ing, driving some of the People and animals deep into the
darkness.
From the main cave she and Sela crossed a small bridge at
the top of the falls. They then stepped gingerly, clinging to the
cave wall as they descended to the pool below. Occasionally an
overhang sheltered them from the heavy mist of the falls. Other
times they were showered with freezing cold water. The cold
water made it more difficult to remain vigilant in choosing
where to step since her entire body shook like a vibrating
string.
At the bottom of the first falls, they crossed the river again
jumping from stone to stone, and then climbed up to a ledge
that led into a second chamber with stairs that wound like a
corkscrew down a narrow, enclosed passageway. With no room
to turn around and frequently having to duck as the space grew
smaller, the deafening echo from the second falls stretched
Camryn’s nerves as taught as an overfilled balloon. Her shoul‐
ders tightened and reached toward her ears. Her stomach ached
with dread.
As the ceiling became even lower, Camryn and Sela
hunched at the waist. When they were forced to crawl on hands
and knees, Camryn stopped and took several deep breaths,
trying to ignore her spinning head and the unsteady bounce of
Sela’s light ahead of her. She blinked hard as her eyes swam and
her head ached like a lightning strike with every beat of
her heart.
I can do this. It can’t be much farther.
She shuffled one hand ahead and then a knee, another hand,
another knee, praying her ears wouldn’t be permanently
damaged by the time they finally got to the bottom.
Just as she thought she could stand it no longer, the tunnel
turned away from the noise and she took a deep breath of grati‐
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tude. A few more feet of crawling and the tube expanded. The
ceiling was now high enough they could finally stand again.
A brighter light beckoned at a larger opening ahead.
Camryn emerged at a deep pool opposite a quiet trickle of falls.
The shimmering, silver curtain cascaded over an expanse of
rock equal to the wingspan of Sela’s dragon. Dappled light
entered the chamber from a shaft above.
Sela turned off her flashlight and stowed it in a belt around
her waist. “This is where we swim,” she said, her voice low,
reverent.
Camryn looked down at her shorts and blouse. “In this?”
Sela nodded. “Don’t worry, we are in the dragon’s nesting
grounds. They will make sure you quickly dry when you
emerge on the other side.
Camryn wasn’t completely surprised at that idea. Nothing
was normal in the world of the Forest People. “Okay. I guess we
swim then.”
Sela stooped and tore off two pieces of blue-green lichen on
a nearby stone. “Before you enter the water, put this over your
nose and mouth. It will adhere and act like a re-breather for
you. It extracts the oxygen from the water and allows you to
breathe.”
“Okay.” Camryn drew out the word. Having traveled the
tree network nine times now, this wasn’t nearly as frightening
as having lichen fill her lungs. “Will I be able to see you once we
are in the water?”
“Yes, for the first part of our swim you will see everything
clearly. There is no pollution at this level of the cave. This water
is more pure than most drinking water.”
Sela pointed toward the falls. “When we go under the falls,
we will be swimming down a narrow tube for about a hundred
feet before we emerge into the dragon’s nest. There is no light
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inside the tube. So, after the first thirty feet or so it may be hard
to see me ahead of you. But don’t panic. Just keep moving
forward. There are no branches off the tube, so you won’t
get lost.
“At about eighty feet you will see a small point of light at the
end. Follow the light and you will exit at the pool next to the
dragon’s nest.”
Camryn stiffened. She never liked it when someone said
‘don’t panic.’ The fact they felt the need to say that generally
meant there was good reason to panic. She’d heard that phrase
from teachers during the short time she was in public school—
teachers talking to the other students whenever Camryn
became the freak. She’d heard that phrase too often at Starlight
Center just before she was injected with a drug after making
too many changes.
At least she controlled the changes now. She could maintain
the visage she wanted at any time. The Kintala had done that
for her.
“You ready?” Sela asked.
Camryn nodded. It didn’t matter whether she was ready or
not. She really didn’t have a choice at this point.
Sela smoothed the lichen over her nose and mouth and
Camryn did the same. It immediately adhered. She took a prac‐
tice breath. Yes she could still breathe. It was a little harder to
draw a breath, but it felt close to normal—nothing like the loss
of control she felt when the lichen entered her lungs in the tree
network.
She and Sela waded into the water. Sela gestured for
Camryn to go under first. Camryn went further into the pool,
and let it come over her head. Again, she took one, then two
practice breaths. Cool! She could breathe perfectly.
Sela appeared next to her underwater. She raised her
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eyebrows and gave her the thumbs up sign, as if it were a ques‐
tion. Camryn nodded and also gave the thumbs up sign. Sela
headed deeper in the water, her arms straight ahead and a
dolphin kick propelling her downward.
Camryn swallowed her fear and concentrated on slowing
her heart. It’s just like swimming in the lake on a camping trip, she
told herself. She was a good swimmer. Even when she’d been
dumped from a raft on the Rogue River she’d made it to the
bank without too much panic. I can do this. She dove into the
water and chased after Sela.
Once her panic subsided, Camryn gloried in the ability to
swim and breathe underwater. She fantasized about all kinds of
swimming she could do in the future. She’d love to go to
Hawaii and be able to swim with the fish without diving equip‐
ment. Or how about going in and out of old shipwrecks on the
east coast? She’d read about some of those in National
Geographic.
For just a moment she wondered if her adoptive mother
knew about swimming with lichen. She wished she could have
shared this with her? Did her mother ever want her own
thunder dragon? For the first time she realized how much her
mother gave up in order to spend the rest of her life with the
man she loved—an Agnoses.
Camryn caught up to Sela treading water at the base of the
falls. Though the falls were smaller than the other two they had
traversed in the cave, she could still feel the power of the water.
The sound was significantly more now than the sweet trickling
she’d heard from the shore on the other side of the pool.
Sela faced her and made the sign for the tunnel and covered
her eyes. When she removed her hand, she again raised her
brows and put up a thumb as a question.
Camryn wanted to shake her head no. Dark tunnels were
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definitely not her thing. Instead she held up her thumb and
nodded. She was almost there.
Just a hundred foot swim in a dark tunnel. How bad could
that be? Others had done this before. Including Sela, she
reminded herself.
Sela entered the tunnel first and Camryn swam directly
behind her. It was only two or three kicks in and she could no
longer see Sela ahead of her, but there was only one way to go.
A small amount of light was still filtering from behind, so
Camryn kicked again and continued forward. When complete
darkness surrounded her, she tamped down on the automatic
panic and started counting.
I knew this was coming. Just keep kicking.
She counted the kicks as she moved. Certainly by a hundred
kicks she should be to at least the halfway point, maybe farther.
Five, six, seven, eight…twenty-four, twenty-five, twenty-six.
Something slithered along her arms. What was that? Her
heart rate increased. She kicked forward faster. Twenty-seven,
twenty-eight, twenty-nine. Something slithered across her
other arm then across her cheek. No! Thirty. Her breaths came
even faster. Calm down! Thirty-one. Thirty-two.
Sela didn’t say there would be anything else in here, she
reassured herself. It’s just your imagination playing tricks with
your mind. Maybe it’s some kind of seaweed-like plant or bit of
mud moving around. Yes, that had to be it. Sela specifically said
the water was pure, unpolluted. Surely she would have
mentioned if there were other animals.
In spite of trying to reassure herself, her panic set in deeper
and her breaths were shallow. Though she couldn’t see the
tunnel sides she could feel them with her hands. Were they
getting narrower? Would she get stuck?
Keep going. I can breathe through the lichen. Keep kicking.
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There is only one way. I can’t get lost. I will see the light soon.
Just keep going.
Fifty-two, fifty-three. Something slithered along her throat,
then it wrapped around her several times and constricted. She
reached up with her hands and pulled, but that only made it
worse. She thrashed in the water. She pounded on the tunnel
wall, hoping Sela—anyone—would hear and know that some‐
thing was wrong.
“The Chameleon must die. Die now.” The whispered voice
bubbled through the water, with the words at the end of each
sentence reverberating as she lost air…lost the ability to fight…
lost everything.
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ela erupted from the tube and tore off the lichen.
“Something’s wrong,” she shouted, out of breath. “It’s
Camryn. Something’s wrong!”
Ohar called to his dragon. “Haca Ört.” He held out his hand
and the white dragon breathed frost and fire that formed into
an orb of white light with fire illuminating the inside. The orb
floated into Ohar’s hand. He took the lichen from Sela and put
it on his own face. As he dove into the water he held the orb
before him, lighting the tunnel as bright as a full moon in a
clear, midnight sky.
Ohar swam forward, his kick powerful. At the center of the
tunnel he saw Wynbune. Motionless. Her throat wrapped with
an octosipidon, a constricting water snake with an octopus-like
suction cup on the tail. That tail adhered to the ceiling, holding
her in place. He passed the orb along the body of the snake and
it shriveled and burned from the inside out, until it fell away
from Wynbune’s throat.
He slid beneath Wynbune so that they were face to face,
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Ohar with his back toward the bottom of the tunnel and
Wynbune on top. He took the lichen from his own face and
exchanged it with the one she wore, but no breath issued.
He wrapped his free arm around her waist to hold her close
and placed the orb ahead of him. He kicked as hard as he could
while on his back, towing her toward the dragon’s nest.
When Ohar surfaced with Wynbune, Sela ran forward and
helped pull her to the bank of the water. “What happened? She’s
not moving. Is she….”?
Ohar removed the lichen from both his mouth and hers. He
bent to listen for breath. Nothing. “She was strangled by an
octosipidon. They aren’t supposed to be near the nest. They
aren’t supposed to be anywhere near caves.”
Sela breathed two breaths into Wynbune, then she stood
above her and compressed her chest, counting.
“What are you doing?” Ohar screamed.
“It’s something Agnoses do to restart a heart. To restart
breathing. It’s called CPR.”
“She’s not Agnoses. She’s Mazikeen and Quatcho. Stop. You
are killing her.”
She continued to press up and down on Wynbune’s chest. “I
will not stop until you have a better idea.”
Ohar scrambled back. “We can’t lose her. We can’t lose her.”
He ran into the dragon’s nest and screamed. “The Chameleon is
dead. I call for the gift of life.”
A low keen and hissing filled the cavern. Thunder dragons
of different colors moved forward. In his head Ohar heard his
own dragon, Woytan, say, You are aware of what you ask? There is
no turning back.
“I ask this with full knowledge,” he said.
You are willing to pay the price? Woytan asked.
Ohar swallowed and dropped to one knee, his eyes misting
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at what he must do. He wondered who would tell his mother.
He longed for all he would miss of his time with Wynbune. He
would never mate with her. He would never fulfill his promise
to the Mazikeen. “I am willing, Woytan, I am sorry for what this
means to you. I will not force this on you. Are you also willing?
Woytan bowed low. For the Chameleon I will pay the price.
Woytan spread his wings wide and lumbered to the space
where Sela continued to pour breath into Wynbune. Move away
from the Chameleon. Move away.
Ohar placed a hand on Sela’s shoulder. “Move away. The
dragons will take her now.
Sela stopped her compressions and looked up. Rivulets of
sweat traced down her forehead and neck. Her eyes filled with
tears. “She is gone. I have failed to protect her. I have failed to
save her. There is nothing more to be done.”
Ohar helped Sela to stand and moved her to the side. “Let
the dragons use their ancient magic.”
First Ohar’s own white dragon took a spear and pierced his
side. Then he spread his wings over Wynbune. When he moved
away, several drops of blood were on her head. Then Sela’s blue
stepped forward and did the same. When she moved away,
more blood now covered Wynbune’s face, this time on her eyes.
The black, the red, the gold, the purple. One by one, each
dragon stepped forward and repeated the same ritual. By the
time they were done, Wynbune was covered in a blanket of
dragon’s blood. Then all the dragons retreated from the edge of
the lake into a separate chamber. Their keening and hissing
echoed throughout the nest. Soon, the lichen stretched from
the rock beneath Wynbune and cocooned her and the blood
together. Wynbune became a lichen mound upon the rock.
Sela sat on a nearby stone without moving. She no longer
cried. She no longer had any expression. It was as if she had
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gone into a trance. Then she looked up at him, her expression
filled with devastation.
Ohar’s hand traced circles on Sela’s back. “Now we wait.”
“Have you seen this work before?” Sela asked.
“No. In my lifetime it has never been asked of the dragons.
But the healing power of dragon’s blood has been told in our
stories passed from one generation to the next. The first
Chameleon in a thousand years cannot be left to die without a
chance to face the Abaddon and save our world.”
Sela’s chin sunk to her chest. “I should have hung on to her. I
should have known something might be in there.”
“There is no way you could know. None of us considered an
octosipidon would be placed so close to the nest. No sane
person, no tribe would place one in the water and believe they
could live. To foul the sacred water of the dragon’s nest is to
invite death. To stop anyone from coming to the choosing is to
invite death.”
“But someone did,” Sela said.
“Whoever did this is already dead.” Ohar said with confi‐
dence. He’d never heard of anyone fouling the water who had
been allowed to live.
The oral history of the Mazikeen told of a time past when
the Fordun tribe was banned from the dragon choosing after
they’d tried to stop any non-Forduns from entering the nest.
They wanted to have complete control of the thunder dragons.
When the dragons banned them from the nest for the next
hundred years, several Forduns poisoned the sacred water as
revenge. The homes of the entire tribe were burned, forcing
them to forever be nomads in the forest. And those individuals
who had poisoned the water were burned at the stake as an
example to any Fordun who still lived. It was the ancestors of
the Forduns who intermarried with other tribes who eventually
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became the Boha’a. Children with any Fordun blood still
carried the curse to never be satisfied in one location, to forever
be forest nomads.
This is why Ohar did not want the Chameleon going
through the Kintala with the Boha’a. This is why the Mazikeen
did not trust them, why he did not trust Dagger. Who knew
what Fordun blood still existed in the Boha’a and what it would
make them do?
The prophecy had said the Chameleon would be guided
through the Kintala by the Mazikeen and would be wed to a
prince. Now the prophecy had been changed. No one knew
what that would mean. No one knew what impact that would
have on her life, on her powers, on her ability to stop the
Abaddon.
Ohar sat on the ground near Sela. “All we can do is wait.”
He had come to the nest with great anticipation of
Wynbune’s choosing. He was certain only the strongest and
most wise thunder dragon would choose her—a dragon that
would only speak truth and add to her powers, a dragon that
would help her to fight the Abaddon when the time came. He’d
been certain it would be a gold or a red that would choose her.
Now, with all the colors having given up blood he wasn’t sure if
any mature dragons were left for the choosing. None of those
who gave blood could bond with her.
They may have saved her life, but at what cost? What would
happen if the Chameleon could not bond with a thunder
dragon? Would the Mazikeen reject her? Would she be unable
to fight the Abaddon?
He turned to Sela. “When Wynbune awakes you must walk
with her among the dragons. She must thank each one for the
gift they brought. If none speak to her, I have asked Woytan to
take her from the cave.”
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Sela’s eyes opened wide. “But he cannot! You know your
dragon cannot carry another.”
Ohar took a deep breath. “This will be the one exception for
Woytan. It has already been arranged.”
“But how? I don’t understand.”
He patted her hand. “It is a gift that I bring from the Mazi‐
keen. Just do as I ask.”
He looked again to the lichen-covered mound that was the
Chameleon. Live! You must live for all of us now.
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